Recent experimental data of the momentum and the multiplicity distributions in high energy hadronic reactions are reproduced well by a Monte Carlo simulation using thermal three·cluster model. Through the analyses it is pointed out that the rapidity distribution has a slight central dip in the present collider energy regions. We predict that this central dip should appear clearly at the energy of 40 TeV. § 1. Introduction
According to the advance in high energy hadronic collider experiments, the global feature of soft hadronic production mechanism has become to be apparent. Among a lot of experimental data at the CERN Pl5 collider energies (jS=200~900 GeV), the following distributions present us several important informations with respect to hadronic production mechanism; (1) the multiplicity distribution, (2) the pseudorapidity (7) ) distribution, (3) the 7) distributions in different charged multiplicity and (4) the transverse momentum (PT) distribution. As for (1) it has been reported that charged particles obey the negative binomial distribution (NBD) with free parameter k in different 7) intervals at energies between 200 and 900 GeV.1l Concerning with (2) the experimental data of the 7) distribution indicates a slight dip at central region for all charged events. 2 ) Here it should be noticed that there exists central plateau for the large multiplicity events and central dip for the small multiplicity events for (3) .2), 3) As to (4) it is wen known that exponentially falling behavior is observed at small PT region and long tail at intermediate PT region. 4 ), 5) There are many theoretical approaches to account the soft hadronic processes, i.e., the hydrodynamical model,6) the QCD branching mode!/) the partial coherence model,S) the geometrical model,9) the fragmentation model/OJ the cluster (or fire-ball) model,ll) etc.
I2 )
Some of these models have succeeded in reproducing many experimental facts using rather many parameters, whereas the cluster model is known to show a gross feature of particle production with a few parameters. In our previous investigation I3 ) it has been shown that the observed hadron multiplicity distributions in different 7) intervals at jS=540 GeV are well described by. only three clusters, i.e., target, central and projectile clusters with one parameter. It was deduced that widths of the multiplicity distributions in 7) intervals depend on the effective cluster number. Figure 1 shows the rapidity distribution from isotropic decay of clusters. *) Dedicated to the deceased Professor Seibun Sasaki.
In the previous model we fixed the rapidity of three clusters on their average value for simplicity. In this model central cluster is always at rest in the c.m. system, so that the energymomentum conservation law is not satisfied exactly unless target and projectile clusters have the same mass. In order to make more complete analysis, it is necessary to improve this model to show more realistic production mecha- The purpose of this article is to demonstrate the characteristic results of the thermal three-cluster model-simulation (TTCM) which satisfies the energy-momentum conservation law in a strict sense. We will account the multiplicity distributions in different 7J intervals and the 7J distributions in different charged multiplicities. We also discuss the PT distribution up to the intermediate PT region. Our results reproduce well the global feature of the experimental data. It is pointed out from our results that there exists small central rapidity dip at the present energies and it will grow up with the energy. This is caused by movement of central cluster which is not fixed in the central position.
In § 2 we will refer to the standard thermodynamical cluster model and introduce Monte Carlo simulation technique based on TTCM. The noticeable results of this simulation are given in § 3 comparing with the experimental data. Section 4is devoted to discussion. § 2. Thermal three-cluster model-simulation (TTCM) Let us mention briefly the standard thermodynamic cluster model. In terms of the probability Pm F for formation of m clusters and the probability Pf, by which i-th cluster decay into ri hadrons, we can write the n hadron multiplicity distribution as follows:
As a result of isotropic decay of hadrons in the rest frame of clusters, we can show rapidity plateau as in Fig. 1 at several tens GeV. Here we assume that clusters are produced in thermal equilibrium at temperature T and at least one hadron is produced from each cluster, then we obtain the probability Pi!, in terms of T and average pion energy <E> of the rest clusters as
where X =exp( -<E> IT). If we choose fixed cluster number k, i.e., Pm F = Om,k, Eq. (1) can be written in terms of
We replace n->n+k and <n>-><n+k>,.thus we get the NBD
As shown above the thermodynamical Cluster model gives the NBD at < n> ~ k. In the previous article 13l we concluded that the best fit of cluster number k ~ 3, i.e., there exist target, central and projectile clusters in the intermediate state of hadron production process. Thus, we have succeeded in reproducing the multiplicity distribution on the basis of our three-cluster model. However, in the previous model we have done rather rough estimations for the behavior of these clusters in 7J space. Let us improve this three-cluster model to analyze the inclusive and semiinclusive events based on a realistic particle production through TTCM. The event generator of TTCM produces three clusters which satisfy exactly the energymomentum conservation law, including the leading particle effect. We will state our simulation process in the following:
1. At first we give randomly fractional energy x to two leading particles around the average value <x> with an weight function
where normalization conditions for f(x) are given by (6) and (7) 2. Next we determine mass of three clusters M;(i=l, 2, 3) with probability density 3. Furthermore, by using the energy-momentum conservation law *l This is a simple assumption based on thermal equilibrium. <M) may be regarded as cluster formation temperature like the partition temperature by Chou·Yang·Yen.
ll )
This temperature should be distinguished from ordinary cluster decay temperature. (9) and (10) where Ei and Pi are energy and momentum of i-th cluster respectively, we get momentum of three clusters moving along the initial collision direction. Since energy and momentum of three clusters are not determined completely by Eqs. (9) and (10) , we have to fix one arbitrary cluster momentum between allowed momentum range Pmin and Pmax. The event generator yields this cluster momentum randomly in rapidity space in this range. In this section we examine precisely the multiplicity distributions, the TJ distributions and the Pr distributions. Let us present some results of TTCM and compare these with the experimental data of SPS collider.
The multiplicity distributions in different TJ intervals
It has been observed that the multiplicity distributions have different shapes in different TJ intervals according to fluctuations which increase with decreasing size of these intervals. In the experimental analysis for the multiplicity distributions in various TJ intervals, the NBD has been proposed l ) with k=1.5 to 3.5. In the cluster model, as mentioned before, k denotes the effective cluster number, i.e., k=l ~3. This is consistent with the data.
The result of TTCM at Fs=200 and 900 GeV are shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b) with the experimental data.
At these energy regions, we have expected approximately one effective cluster number for ITJI<0.5, which means <n>Pn~exp[ -n/<n>V 3 ) ·Our simulation results represent also the same behavior as from one central cluster. Experimental data, however, suggests slight overlapping between central and other clusters at Fs=900 GeV. This is the reason of slight difference between our ana1yses and the data in this region. In these analyses it is stressed that the average fractional energy of leading baryons <x> varies from 0.56 to 0.61 according to the energy from /S=200 to 900 GeV. The energy dependence of leading particle effect is estimated as <x>~0.83 at the energy of /S=40 TeV. In our model it is assumed that the energy carried by leading baryons gradually increases with the incident energy because they must hold incident energy more directly at high energies.
The 7J distribution
As shown in Fig. 3 there seems to exist slight central dip in our analysis at the SPS energy regions in contrast to the case of the ISR energy where central plateau is observed. The reason of disappearance of rapidity plateau, and so appearance of central dip, comes from the behavior of three clusters which can move widely in the range of rapidity space. The wide movement of clusters yields small central rapidity density. Therefore, from this characteristic behavior of hadrons, we obtain deep central dip at high energy. In Fig. 4 we show our result of the Tj distribution based on TTCM at the energy /S=40 TeV with <x>=0.83, <PT>=0.73 and <n>ch=75. At this high energy region we speculate that the parameter of the NBD, i.e., the effective cluster number in our model, satisfies k~l even at relatively large 7J intervals where the effect of central cluster becomes dominant.
The 7J distributions in different charged multiplicity intervals
The energy-momentum conservation law plays an important role for the7J distributions in various multiplicity intervals. On the bases of this conservation law . we obtain the 7J distribution of small multiplicity events which has central dip, because three clusters separate widely with respect to these events. In Figs. 5(a) and (b) we will show these characteristic behavior at Fs=200 and 900 GeV.
The transverse momentum distribution
The Boltzmann distribution for hadronic cluster decay leads to the sharp cutoff for the PT distribution. As shown in Fig. 6 , our results agree with the experimental data tions of secondary particles, which reflect realistic movement of intermediate clusters, through our theoretical analysis based on TTCM. Since we assume all clusters and leading particles to go along initial collision axis in a simple way, our method provides only the gross feature of particle distributions. However, in our model many characteristic features of multiparticle production processes can be accounted clearly by using only three parameters. Our results show tendency of central rapidity dip at the SPS collider energies. We predict for the SSC collider energy that deep rapidity dip will appear instead of central plateau. This characteristic behavior comes from realistic behavior of three clusters with the energy-momentum conservac tion law. In our cluster model, since central cluster is not fixed in the central position, it turns out from the wide movement of central cluster that central rapidity density becomes small, and hence this yields noticeable central rapidity dip. As for another approach of three-cluster model by Cai-Liu-Meng ll ) they assume that central cluster becomes large compared with others at the high energy, so that central plateau will not disappear entirely.
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We have speculated k;::::;l even at relatively large 7J intervals at the very high energy. We estimate the average fractional energy of leading particle as <x)=0.56 ~0.61 at the SPS collider energy regions and <x)~0.83 for the SSC collider energy. This result is consistent with the one central fireball model which gives inelasticity <K)=0.30 at Fs=540 GeV and <K)=O.lO at Fs=40 TeV. 1S ) .
In the original idea of the Boltzmann distribution <E) denotes cluster decay temperature. This temperature grows up from 0.38 to 0.52 GeV for Fs=200 to 900
GeV and becomes 0.84 GeV at jS=40 TeV. In our analyses it is predicted that the central dip grows more deeply with energy. Therefore, the inelastic value p(O) =[d6/d7J]~=o/6 should not grow up so rapidly at extremely high energies contrary to the simple speculation mentioned in Ref. 2) .
